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Abstract
Data center consolidation and migration initiatives are complex, infrequent, and precarious events.
Whenever enterprise workloads are migrated, whether for data center migration or similar efforts for
infrastructure refresh or cloud migration, there is a risk of breaking the application and causing an
interruption to business operations. There are a number of inherent risks involved, including business
expectations, resources, change management processes, scheduling, vendor relationships, and facility
logistics. Successful execution that minimizes these risks requires comprehensive planning and a proven
methodology to drive alignment with the business, deliver a migration in accordance with all requirements
and expectations, and address operational impacts. Minimizing human error by leveraging advanced
automation is an important factor in successful data center consolidation and migration programs. In this
paper, we’ll give an overview and explanation of the automation features in Dell Technologies DTM Assist
(formerly Dell Transformation Manager) tool set.
The executive dashboard provides valuable insights to project managers for data center modernization.
By concisely displaying the migration progress for key assets, such as applications, servers and
databases, the dashboard gives a quick and easy-to-consume view of how well the program is
progressing to program managers, project managers, and client sponsors. Should any part of the
program fall behind or exceed the expected scope, managers and executive reviewers can quickly
address that part without impacting the rest of the program. Focusing the executive dashboard on critical
key performance indicators allows the Dell Technologies Consulting team and their client counterparts to
quickly turn their attention to problems without being overwhelmed with information.

Executive dashboard summarizing data center migration program status.
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The readiness dashboards provide another important window into the progress of migration programs.
The readiness dashboard was created to prevent clients from attempting false starts of a migration. It also
allows us to know when to staff up and engage client resources for a migration event. As you can see
from the figure below, the readiness dashboard displays a percent complete percentile. Typically we do
not view a site as ready to migrate until both server and application are both at 80 percent or above. Also
you will notice that we track the Statement of Work metrics, as shown on the right hand side of the figure,
so that the tool can detect scope creep or that perhaps all entities are not yet discovered and ready for
migration. Readiness is determined by a standard set of criteria that includes having an identified
application owner, server name, operating system, and declaration of production (or non-production, e.g.
development, test) status.

Readiness dashboard showing percentage of applications and server hosts that are ready for
migration in comparison with scope defined in statement of work.
Once the dashboard shows that we are ready to begin migrations, we can move on to packaging the
resources (applications, servers, databases, etc.) in preparation for migration or transformation. On a
separate display we define criteria for the package contents. For this example we defined packages as
having no more than 30 Applications and 150 hosts. When we select “Generate Packages”, the system
will automatically generate the corresponding number of packages that fit the criteria. This reduces
manual effort and cuts down on inadvertent error. Upon review, the packages can be modified and
regenerated if necessary to satisfy other criteria. Also notice that an extra large ”XL” parcel is shown in
red on the bottom of the display. This package contains all resources that do not meet the package sizing
criteria of 30 applications and 150 servers. The XL Parcel may also contain resources with too many
inter-connections to break apart to meet the package sizing criteria. Dell Technologies has implemented
this intelligence in the DTM Assist tool to minimize the difficulties of breaking apart inter-connected
resources, which allows personnel to focus on more demanding activities, such as determining how to
migrate the XL Parcels.
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DTM Assist package creation screen showing high-level contents of move packages and “XL
parcels” that do not meet package sizing criteria or are too inter-connected to break down further.

Detailed view of move package contents DTM Assist can provide displays of move package
contents at different levels of detail. This higher-level view shows a more comprehensive view of
Move Package 2 and makes it easier for operations such as shifting parcels from one move
package to another.
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Higher-level view of move package contents
DTM Assist can also provide a graphical display of the contents of a move package. Migration managers
can delete assets from a move package to move them to other move packages. The benefits of this
flexibility in moving package contents include more pro-active completion of a migration program through
fuller migration packages as well as grouping more functionally-related applications even if they don’t
have a technical inter-dependency. This fuller and more informative view of asset information allows
greater visibility into package contents than a linear spreadsheet listing assets or the contents of a
Configuration Management Data Base (CMDB). These views allow the migration team to more quickly
and accurately understand the contents of move packages and communicate this information with
application and business stakeholders. This display shows details of a portion of Move Package 2,
indicating server hosts (in green) and applications (in blue) for this move package.
Let’s examine how the DTM Assist tool now helps automate one of the most laborious challenges with
data center migrations, dealing with highly inter-dependent applications. The Extra Large parcel concept
of DTM Assist does just that. Traditionally, migration experts spent many hours breaking apart
applications with many dependencies to server hosts or other applications or determining which
applications had the greatest impact on developing move packages. As demonstrated in the screen
below, the first way Dell Technologies has automated this process is by adding into the DTM Assist tool
the capability to display those assets that have a very high connection profile and will require additional
examination in order to package in to smaller move packages. As shown in the outlined blue box, the 2 of
the 10 entities with the most connections are listed. For example, the Domain Controller here has 159
connections, as shown in the bottom of the display. These kinds of servers, which provide important
infrastructure services (other examples include firewall servers, DNS servers, print servers and backup
servers) are often migrated beforehand to establish infrastructure services prior to migration of the bulk of
the move packages. In subsequent screens the migration manager can make decisions to break these
entities apart and then let the system regenerate the packages. They can keep doing this until the all of
the XL parcel content is assigned to a move package that fits criteria. Allowing the system to make these
decisions saves hours of very valuable time in a migration or transformation event.
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Automation assisting with the packaging of an extra large package.
Since data center migrations typically entail movement of a lot of assets over an extended series of move
events, a very critical element of managing this process is tracking change. The Dell Technologies DTM
Assist tool logs all changes to the environment or review in case an unforeseen event occurs, such as a
business decision to upgrade applications or supporting middleware, or operating systems, or a failure
during migration due to outdated systems. The illustration below shows such a history of changes over
the course of migration. This event history shortens the time to resolution of problems and increases the
integrity of the environment.
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Event history screen showing log of recent migration events
As Dell Technologies continues to advance its migration tool sets, we continue to add to their capabilities
in automating and streamlining one of the most complex and impactful activities any business can embark
on. We are continuing to enhance and believe this generation of tool set is only the beginning of an
exciting and valuable journey for our customers.

Conclusion
For complex and multi-faceted endeavors such as data center migration programs or related workload
migration initiatives, the DTM Assist tool set from Dell Transformation Consulting provides important
automation benefits by clearly articulating technology and project dependencies, and quickly displays
critical program performance metrics to project managers and executive stakeholders, while also greatly
reducing errors from incomplete or fragmented application migration. This assures faster and more
effective execution, stronger program management and better communication among client and Dell
EMC Consulting project team members. These automation capabilities of DTM Assist, coupled with the
robust Dell Technologies data center migration methodology proven in more than 1,000 migrations over
the past 20 years, provide a powerful combination to assure data center migration.
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